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The Survivors Alliance welcomes today’s appointment of the new chair for the
Independent Inquiry into Institutional and Organised Abuse.
We thank the Home Secretary for being willing to listen to the varied concerns raised
by a large number of adult victims/survivors and particularly appointing the new chair
in good time before Parliament goes into recess. The announcement, today,
ensures that the inquiry can now go forward.

The Survivors Alliance understands that the Chair has been appointed chosen from
a list of over 150 individuals proposed, following stringent due diligence.
And we therefore have confidence the new chair’s ability to be effective and transparent.

We are also reassured at the announcement that open and transparent processes and
criteria will be applied to establish an effective panel to work under the leadership of
the new chair. From communications with the Home Office, it is clear lessons have been
learnt and we trust that moving forward support for survivors will remain a priority in
the inquiry, with expert agencies involved in the recruitment process for all panel members.

We hope to see a period of consultation and planning to allow the new Chair and panel
to formulate their strategy for managing the Inquiry processes before any other work
is announced. We look forward to working closely with the Chair and the panel to
support the inquiry as it goes forward.

Survivors Alliance:

Noelle Blackman, Respond
Chris Casey, Haven Survivors of Abuse Network
Lucy Duckworth, MACSAS (Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse Survivors)
Gillian Finch, CIS’ters
Phil Johnson, Eastbourne Survivors
Kathryn Livingston, First Person Plural
Dianne Ludlow, One in Four
Fay Maxted, The Survivors Trust
Chris Tuck, Survivors of Abuse

Background Information:
The Survivors Alliance is an informal network of agencies and individuals, set up in November 2014,
with the specific aim of supporting individuals and groups to engage with the
independent inquiry into institutional and organised abuse.
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